Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook- 29 Jan 21
Wall St rebounds yesterday but closes off intra-day highs -US stimulus gridlock, fears of a doubledip recession, China-US tussle and Meme stock stand off - Risk to stay muted - markets as usual
looking to ride through
Unilateral moves by intermediaries have a chilling effect. Situation normal' message to the
broader market - huge buy-the-dip trade kicked off in equities along with a risk trade in FX. But
the engineered peace is not expected to last longer as “solution” made things worse.
GME price plummeted from nearly $500 to $112 - more extreme price dislocation likely and
volatility in broader market -rises questions on credibility of system.
Lower weekly claims are a positive. US GDP contraction 3.5 % for 2020 -worst since 1946 --soft
consumer- weaker impulse -markets least concerned as all eyes on meme stocks. Today’s data
to have major impact: U.S. personal income, Spending and PCE prices & Chicago PMI.
Bond market has been leading the stocks this week from where there has been a great passthrough to FX and hence US treasuries to determine the direction. USD index could push higher
on weekly close above 90.78.
German inflation hit an 11-month high in January. Above-estimate CPI and HICP, although still
below ECB's inflation target, Bund yields higher. EUR/USD selling failed to produce a close below
38.2% Fibo support at 1.2063. Range continues but bias negative.
China toughened its language towards Taiwan. (Taiwan independence' means war"). Pentagon
reaffirms support for Taiwan. But Cash funding issues ahead of Lunar New Year keep the pair
tied to 6.45 6.50 range. USD/CNY close 6.4912 to trigger upside
Close below rising 1.3644 21 DMA needed to undermine the positive bias. Stalking Wed 1.3759
trend high despite indications of lasting trade damage from Brexit. High vaccination rates tend to
be Sterling supportive, but extension of lockdowns at least until March 8.
Yen main exception to the dollar retreat at month end rebal flips to USD buy. Overall bias is
shifting to upside. Industrial output declines. Broken out above down TL from March. Above
104.47 initially 104.75/77 -then 200 dma & Nov high at 105.65/68.
Reuters poll sees Long bets cut on most Asia FX - however rupee bulls at near 5-month highOminious signal . Carry eases a bit so 73.00 73.15 for the day .

